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1. Rainforests & The Climate Crisis

To reconnect with nature is key if we want to save the planet.
— Jane Goodall

Figure 1: Deforestation is responsible
for 17% of global greenhouse gas
emissions.

The climate crisis is humanity’s primary challenge, with increas-
ingly severe consequences as natural disasters multiply, sea levels
rise, and ecosystems falter; demanding urgent, decisive action in
line with the Paris Agreement. Agriculture, forestry, and other land
use (AFOLU) is a key driver of climate change, accounting for 23%
(12.0 ± 2.9 GtCO2eq yr−1) of total anthropogenic emissions of green-
house gases during 2007-2016

1, largely driven by deforestation and 1 IPCC. “2019: Summary for Policymak-
ers”. In: Climate Change and Land: an
IPCC special report on climate change, de-
sertification, land degradation, sustainable
land management, food security, and green-
house gas fluxes in terrestrial ecosystems.
Ed. by P.R. Shukla et al. 2019, pp. 7–11

forest degradation. Deforestation does not only release carbon (e.g.,
through slash-and-burn), but also destroys a multitude of other forest
ecosystem services: preserving biodiversity, counteracting flooding
and soil erosion, filtering water, preventing diseases and offering a
livelihood for the local population.

The causes of deforestation are mostly economically driven: ex-
pansion of commercial or subsistence agriculture, logging, fuel wood
collection, or livestock grazing [5]. The domain is particularly chal-
lenging, given that the world’s growing population and rising stan-
dards of living exert an increasing pressure on food and consumer
goods production, both leading to conflicting objectives with climate
change and biodiversity. To counteract the economic incentives, cli-
mate policies such as payments for ecosystem services (PES) [7] are
increasingly [1] provided to forest conserving or restoring landown-
ers by international stakeholders. The REDD+ program [2] (Reducing
Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation), is UNFCCC’s
scheme for the reduction of emissions caused by forest protection
measures while commercial voluntary carbon markets [1] offer con-
servation projects the ability to trade carbon offset certificates.

Figure 2: Current climate action is
lacking significant sustainable funding
due to the reliance on mutual trust
between all parties, discontinuous
transactions through a trusted third
party and missing incentivization.

Linking corresponding payments with carbon emissions and
ecosystem restoration is a resource-intensive and complex task with-
out clear consensus and standards. Current methods for monitoring,
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reporting, and verification (MRV) of the community-provided forest
ecosystem services are either based on on-ground inspection which
is too expensive (USD 20-30k), delayed (up to two years), corruptible,
and biased 2; satellite which is low-cost, but limited to the binary 2 Gold Standard. Afforesta-

tion/Reforestation (A/R) GHG Emissions
Reduction & Sequestration Methodology.
July 2017

verification of forest/no-forest cover 3; or drones which are diffi-

3 M. C. Hansen et al. “High-Resolution
Global Maps of 21st-Century Forest
Cover Change”. In: Science 342.6160

(2013), pp. 850–853

cult to access. There are often inconsistencies in reported data and
insufficient levels of transparency due to misaligned incentives, re-
sulting in a lack of actionable projects. Current efforts fall short for
fully leveraging the process and technology options available today
and communities are often left alone with the daunting task of mon-
itoring and applying for funds themselves while having to pay large
upfront costs to third-party certifiers4 (see Figure 2). The net result is 4 Landowners often have to pay many

years of revenue upfront (ca. 300 USD
per hectar) to industrial certifiers, mak-
ing carbon certificates only accessible
for large-scale conservation projects

insufficient climate action and private stakeholder engagement - and
a collective failure to meet the climate targets set.

GainForest is an open platform for empowering sustainable
preservation efforts by unifying 1) accessible and automated moni-
toring, 2) auditable and decentralized payments, and 3) stakeholder
engagement and user-focused token incentives into one system. Pri-
vate stakeholders can pledge money to indigenous communities and
forest conservation projects through GainForest’s smart contracts.
The GainForest platform then automatically unlocks donations to
communities responsible for protecting ecosystems when monitored
milestones are achieved, while at the same time compensate stake-
holders for their trust in these communities with a tokenized reward
system. We5 believe that GainForest enables donations from private 5 The GainForest Association is a non-

profit based in Zurich, Switzerland that
drives the design and development
of the platform and consists of an
interdisciplinary and international team
of world-class academics and engineers.

citizens to communities in need at a much faster, easier and safer rate
than existing approaches with less legal work, resulting in urgently
needed and accelerated climate action.

In this whitepaper we will first introduce the vision and design
principles that guides the GainForest platform. Second, we describe
the underlying blockchain-based system and smart contracts. Third,
we summarize the role of machine learning and earth observations
within GainForest. Afterwards, we discuss how the intersection of
blockchain and machine learning enables us to design novel games
and token economics that incentives stakeholder engagement. Lastly,
we provide a strategic roadmap for current pilots and real-world
impact.



2. Our Vision

Figure 3: Illustration of the GainForest
Ecosystem.Protect. Restore. Fund.

— Greta Thunberg

GainForest’s mission is to catalyze impactful community-based
nature conservation by incentivizing friction-free sustainable financ-
ing through trust-enhancing technology.

GainForest envisions a world where modern technology un-
locks unprecedented stakeholder engagement for local communities
through radical transparency and automated trust. Therefore, the
GainForest association aims to guide and support modern philantro-
phy, non-governmental organisations and frontline communities with
our commitment to friction-less and transparent financing and auto-
mated and audible impact verification. The association openly devel-
ops and maintains the GainForest technology stack which includes
its smart contracts and machine learning impact verification system.
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We also provide close technical support to indigenous communities
to help them achieve sustainable self-governance.

Figure 4: The GainForest platform
replaces a trusted third party with
a self-enforcing smart contract thus
providing transparent and friction-less
transactions. A programmable smart
contract also creates automated trust
through data-driven impact verification
and the novel incentives for donors
through token economics.

An overview of the GainForest platform

Traditional donations require mutual trust between all parties
(see Figure 2). Donors trust that communities are using their received
donations for the announced purpose. Communities on the other
hand have to incentivize donors to trust and donate to them. This
usually happens through time-intensive and costly actions such as
public marketing, scientific studies or third-party certification to
verify impact. In addition, a middleman (such as a bank) usually sits
in between the transaction of donors and communities, introducing
significant legal (e.g. censorship) and economic friction (e.g. large
fees).

GainForest’s design goal instead is to enable friction-less trans-
actions by leveraging trust-enhancing technologies. We replace the
need for third-parties by introducing a self-enforcing smart contract
that parks donation funds from individual donors. These funds are
addressed to specific communities and conditioned to verifiable
milestones. The smart contract is designed to channel funds to com-
munities whenever milestones have been verified and to incentivize
donors to contribute to causes they care about (see Figure 4). Trans-
actions are transparent and immutable thus replacing mutual trust
between parties with automated and auditable proofs.

Figure 5: Overview of all stakeholders
and modules involved in the GainForest
platform. Transactions are either ETH
(black) or token-based (purple).
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GainForest’s core architecture consists of three independent
smart contract-powered modules that manage all transactions be-
tween donors and communities: Fund, Oracles and Markets (see
Figure 5).

Figure 6: Inferred vegetation height of
a machine learning-based model from
remote sensing data in Switzerland
(1m/px).

1. Fund is the main component of GainForest’s smart contract system
which manages and channels funding from donors to commu-
nities. Donors park donations in the decentralized green fund
contract and link it to specific communities. These funds can only
be received by the community when the requirements set by the
donor are fulfilled. GainForest Fund generates interests and keeps
an immutable log on the Blockchain while being completely self-
enforcing. We will dive deeper into the implementation details in
Chapter 3.

2. Oracles are at the heart of GainForest’s machine learning system.
They are machine learning-based impact verifiers that leverage
satellite and drone imagery to detect and recognize land use
changes. Verification reports are stored as tokens and send to
communities. Donors can then link the release of funds to specific
oracle tokens. The GainForest association develops and maintains
our own open-source impact verifiers on top of Sentinel-2 data6 6 ESA’s Sentinel-2 mission is provid-

ing public satellite imagery of the
earth with a resolution of 10m per
image pixel. http://www.esa.int/
Applications/Observing_the_Earth/

Copernicus/Sentinel-2

that are provided to communities. We will dive into more details
in Chapter 4.

3. Markets are the cornerstones of GainForest’s incentive system.
They provide opportunities for donors to burn their tokens and
for communities to offer goods and services. Furthermore, they
provide unique interfaces to develop and deploy decentralized
environmental cryptogames thus unlocking novel incentives to en-
gage citizens. The GainForest association develops and maintains
our own open-source token-based marketplace and a decentralized
staking game to further connect tokenholders and communities
with each other. We will provide an overview of possible markets
and games in Chapter 5.

The GainForest token economy

GainForest unites financial and AI technology by imple-
menting and providing token-based interfaces to leverage the latest
advancements in both fields, cryptocurrency and machine learning.
There are two main token types within the GainForest protocol:

1. Fund-minted tokens
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2. Oracle-minted tokens

Figure 7: Functional overview of
GainForest’s fund tokens.

Figure 8: Functional overview of
GainForest’s oracle tokens.

GainForest’s fund tokens are minted by the GainForest Fund
smart contract whenever a successful donation has been transferred
(see Figure 7). Donor’s receive 1 gfDAI for every USD (tracked
through a stablecoin) that has been donated and unlocked by com-
munities. Donors also receive a small amount of governance tokens
over time depending on their relative amount of stake within the
fund, with the aim of further including the most active stakeholders
in the decision-making process.

GainForest’s oracle tokens are issued by trusted oracles (see
Figure 8). Each oracle takes the role of a minter and provides for each
token transaction, a metadata record that links the issued tokens to
their publicly accessible analysis result. Donors can decide which
oracle they trust by conditioning the release of their funds on spe-
cific amounts of selected oracle tokens. To kick start the system, the
GainForest association will issue orDAI, a machine learning-based
oracle token that links our minted tokens to our vision-based detec-
tion and verification system of forest cover on public Sentinel-2 data.
We believe that oracle-based token minting will be a driving force for
future advancements in environmental monitoring that is orthogonal
to academic incentives while at the same time providing donors and
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communities a plethora of trusted and accessible verification options
to choose from.

The role of GainForest tokens differ from the transaction type.
We believe that programmable oracle and fund tokens extend the
traditional functionality of money7 with useful additionality that can 7 The four functions of money:

1. Medium of exchange
2. Unit of account
3. Store of value
4. Medium of exchange

be categorize in four segments:

1. Impact verification. As each minted token can be tracked back to
metadata provided by its oracle source, we can link it to verifiable
environmental impact. Communities and donors can track back
token transactions to see and understand their personal impact on
nature.

2. Credibility key. Donors can require an amount of specific oracle
tokens to unlock parked funds within GainForest Fund. This turns
tokens into a functional key that is backed by its oracle’s credibil-
ity.

3. Impact certificate. gfDAI tokens establish a one-to-one link from
heir past donations to a specific verfied impact which was used to
unlock the funds and enables donors to participate in decentral-
ized markets and games.

4. Governance token. These tokens enable owners to participate in the
fund’s governance mechanisms and allow them to vote and submit
proposals.





3. GainForest Smart Contract System

Figure 9: Illustration of GainForest’s
Smart Contract System.The Times 03/Jan/2009 Chancellor on brink of second bailout for banks.

— Bitcoin Genesis Block

The advent of the cryptocurrency provides us with a friction-
less and radical financial alternative that circumvents many of the
pitfalls of existing financial institutes and carbon certificate policies.
This section will discuss our reasoning for adopting a cryptocurrency-
based solution and the design of our smart contract system for fi-
nancing the forest economy.

Challenges of traditional bank transfers

Currently many obstacles are put in the way of ecosystem restora-
tion. Donors who want to support local community-based climate
action face an often expensive and difficult financial process. Some of
these obstacles are:

1. Large transaction fees. Financial transactions from developed coun-
tries to developing countries are slow and expensive. Outbound
bank transfer fees cost on average 40 USD8 while the receiver usu- 8 https://smartasset.com/checking-

account/average-wire-transfer-feeally pays an additional inbound transfer and exchange fee.
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2. Slow processing time. Depending on your bank, this transaction can
take several days up to weeks to process.

3. Censorship and exclusion. For many communities in developing
countries, access to traditional financial services is difficult if not
impossible, thus excluding many small communities that can’t
afford to work with a larger partner. Furthermore banks can deny
transfers at anytime for various reasons.

4. Nontransparency. Transactions and decisions within the bank (e.g.
hidden fees) and the community (e.g. spending purpose) are non-
transparent. Donors have to trust banks and communities that
received donations are used as promised.

5. Donor’s dilemma. If communities aren’t transparent about when
they are using their funds, donors are faced with the choice to
either donate now or first invest their funds for a fixed period
of time to then donate a larger sum (initial donation + earned
interest) at a later stage.

Benefits of cryptocurrency for donations

The wide-scale adoption and innovation of Blockchain ecosystems
enable donors to use cryptocurrencies as a novel way of avoiding
many of the aforementioned pitfalls. A crypto-focused donation
approach provides us with several benefits:

1. Low transaction fees. Transaction fees for tokens on Ethereum are
around 0.30 USD for an arbitrary transaction amount of money.

2. Instant processing time. The transaction fees determine the speed
of processing, enabling funds to be transferred usually between 30

seconds to 1 hour.

3. Decentralization and inclusion. Cryptocurrencies are decentralized
and therefore censorship resistant. Users have full control of their
respective funds and only require an internet connection to man-
age and receive funds.

4. Radical transparency. Every transaction is immutable and visibly
recorded on a public ledger. There are no hidden fees and smart
contracts can provable enforce that donations are only released
when a certain impact has been verified.

5. Supercharging donations. Unused funds earn real-time interest,
enabling donors to maximize their impact at any given point in
time.
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Figure 10: High-level overview of
the GainForest Fund smart contract
architecture.

GainForest Fund: A green fund smart contract on Ethereum

GainForest Fund is a smart contract living on the Ethereum
network that channels donations in stablecoins9 from donors to com- 9 Dai and USDC are stablecoins on

Ethereum that are tracking the value
of the USD where 1 Dai or USDC
is around 1 USD. This provides the
needed stability when sending and
receiving donations.

munities. Donors send a fund in stablecoins to the GainForest Fund
and specifies how much of that fund can be used for donations. They
can optionally provide a list of verified target addresses and trusted
verifiers (or leave it empty to enable all partner projects to unlock the
donation).

Funds earn interest at real-time by leveraging DeFi money
market protocols such as Compound and Dai Savings Rate. Interest
rates are calculated automatically and in real-time, providing up to
an average annual percentage rate (APR) of 10%10. 10

30 days average Aave Dai APR on
16th July 2020

Funds are released through impact verification tokens that are
provided by GainForest’s Oracle API. Partner communities receive
orDAI tokens that are linked to automated analysis reports from a
trusted machine learning-based oracle and can unlock dedicated
funds with these tokens.





4. GainForest Machine Learning System

Figure 11: Illustration of GainForest’s
machine learning system.1. Solve intelligence. 2. Use it to solve everything else.

— Demis Hassabis

In Preparation.





5. GainForest Incentive System

Figure 12: Illustration of GainForest’s
gamification and incentive system.Just one more turn...

— Every Civilization VI player

In Preparation.





6. Conclusion

Our planet urgently needs decisive climate action - and climate action
urgently requires exponential innovation and scaling. The 1.5 degree
target set by humanity in the Paris Agreement is getting out of reach
within the next two years. Many researchers are concerned that in-
dustrial deforestation will lead to ecological tipping points within the
next 3 years, that can cause an irreversible desertification process and
the potential loss of 50% of the world’s terrestrial plant and animal
species. The science is clear, we need to act now.

We deeply believe that the GainForest platform will be a daring
step forward in innovative technology, open transparency and scale
that can lead to novel ways of sustainable and dignified work for
forest communities, stakeholder engagement and positive climate
impact.
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